GERMAN VERNACULAR HOUSES – THE DETAILS

Even in a later form, the Gottfried House still
exhibited qualities that suggest its distinct German
folk character. (Courtesy of Historic Resources
Branch, Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism)

This drawing of the main face of the Gottfried House in its original state, clearly shows it basic
size, porch and interesting decorative elements. (Courtesy of Historic Resources Branch,
Manitoba Culture, Heritage and Tourism)

This detail of one of Berlo’s German folk barns
being dismantled shows the interesting and
distinctive construction details employed in most
barns in Berlo – with corner bracing and
extended logs to support roof rafters. (Courtesy
of Historic Resources Branch, Manitoba Culture,
Heritage and Tourism)
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Reichert Log Barn

REMAINING HISTORIC BUILDINGS
There are four historic buildings in Berlo that remain to recall the heritage of the community.
Three, on this page and atop the next page, are from the period when Berlo was most active,
and attentive to its German architectural folk traditions. The last building presented here, a
stackwall shed from the 1940s, has heritage value, but more for its connection to an interesting
construction technology used in the Interlake rather than for its connection to German
traditions.

Franz Log House
This building was constructed prior to 1910 by Joseph Franz for the owner Johann Franz. Now
used as a shed/garage, the simple, basic building features dovetail joints and a steep gable roof.
While no longer serving its original function, the building is in fairly good condition and the
logs and woodwork are also fairly intact.

The Berlo Log Barn was built in the early
years of the 20th century, and thus has
connections to the origins of the
community. Adam Reichert built the barn
and was its first owner. The barn displays
typical Canadian forms and details then
commonly in use for barn design and
construction, including a gambrel roof and
drop siding on the loft ends. What is
remarkable about the barn is the use of logs
set up in a fashion common in Manitoba in
the early 19th century. Called Red River
frame, this technology called for short logs
of about six-foot lengths to be set between
upright logs. To ensure stability, the
horizontal logs were cut with a tongue,
while the vertical logs were cut with
channels or grooves.

Franz Log House. 15136 Lake Forest Road (SE27-20-3E). This
well-preserved log structure is owned by Thomas John and Alice

Reichert Log Barn. 15096 Lake Forest Road. The

Lois Gill.

barn is the property of Suzan Courtney Rehel.
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Schnerch Log Summer Kitchen

Franz Stackwall Shed

The Schnerch Log Summer Kitchen was built before 1910 by its original owner Karl (Karol)
Schnerch. The summer kitchen features a tidy form, logs connected with dovetail-notch joints,
and a simple gable roof that is presently covered with metal. This important little building is
still in good condition and has good physical integrity.

The builder and owner of this interesting
building was Adam Franz. Constructed in
1944, the building is one of the rare
surviving buildings in the Interlake region
built with a so-called stackwall technique,
with walls built up of short lengths of
poplar log held in place with generous
amounts of mortar. The distinctive doted
pattern can also be seen on some buildings
at Camp Morton. Condition and integrity
of the building are good. A tin roof
protects the logs from the elements.

Schnerch Log Summer Kitchen. 16127 Lake Forest Road (NE 23-20-3E).
The owner is Karen Rogers, a descendant of Karol Schnerch.
Franz Stackwall Shed. 15137 Lake Forest Road.
Monica Lynn Wood and Thomas Arthur Lomeda
currently own this interesting example of 1940s
regional construction experiments, called stackwall.
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Christian Reichert
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Matthias Reichert
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Michelina Reichert
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Genealogy: Ancestors of Karl and Anna Schnerch
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BERLO – A PROUD COMMUNITY WITH NOTABLE CLAIMS

This 50TH anniversary family photograph of the family of Michael and Rosalia Gottfried, Berlo pioneers, shows Elizabeth (Gottfried) and John Schreyer (she is in the polka-dotted
dress to the right of the group in front of the doors and he is directly behind her), the parents of an illustrious Manitoban, former Premier of Manitoba and former Governor General,
Ed Schreyer.
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